The ComfortClass S 407

The hardest-working Setra ever built for North America.
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Breakthroughs in innovation
Milestones in added value
When the first Setra motorcoach was launched in 1951 –
with its revolutionary self-supporting integral body – a new
era in transportation was introduced. Since then, we have
never looked back. The Setra brand has continued to make
its mark with countless technological milestones and an
unwavering commitment to impeccable quality, unmatched
reliability and operational excellence.

Today, Daimler’s commitment to ongoing, intelligent
innovation is acknowledged throughout the world. Daimler
has grown into the world’s largest manufacturer of buses
and motorcoaches. And now, we, along with our partner
Motor Coach Industries, are continuing to enhance the world
leading luxury coach with new amenities and features –
offering operators even more added value and passengers
an even more memorable travel experience.

When Setra was introduced to North America just over
25 years ago, it soon became apparent to discerning
operators that Setra – with its proven American powertrain,
state-of-the-art German engineering and breathtaking
European styling – would change the way the market
perceives luxury coach travel.
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Introducing the Setra
ComfortClass S 407
The hardest-working Setra North America has ever seen
We asked ourselves how we could make Setra work
even harder for our customers in North America. The
answer was clear: by making Setra available for more
business applications. This means more passengers, more
opportunities to build your business and even more return
on your investment in Setra.
The new Setra ComfortClass S 407 delivers all the quality,
German engineering and European styling you expect
from Setra – for a whole lot less than you would expect to
spend. This new Setra motorcoach was designed to combine
functionality with the ability to meet grueling work demands.
It is engineered for heavy-duty business applications, ranging
from demanding line haul and commuter travel, all the way
through to group tours and charters.

Your business will benefit from the same great reliability
Setra is known for, with more productivity and more
cost-efficiency than you ever thought possible. This
motorcoach was designed to deliver economical operating
costs, outstanding availability for business applications
and extra-low lifecycle costs. And it comes with fullcoverage, Daimler-backed aftersales support. What’s more,
the Setra ComfortClass S 407 features a next-generation
Mercedes-Benz OM 471 engine with BlueTec™ for optimized
fuel efficiency and even more savings for you.
The way we see it, it’s time for you to expect more.
A whole lot more of everything North America has come
to love Setra for.
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Reliable, efficient, productive
The Setra ComfortClass S 407 is built with your bottom
line in mind
With the new Setra ComfortClass S 407, we’re taking
the whole idea of value to the next level. This is a Setra
motorcoach designed and engineered for outstanding
quality, heavy-duty performance and extra-long service
intervals. In other words, it was built with your bottom
line in mind.
The new Setra ComfortClass S 407 delivers everything a
motorcoach needs to in the demanding line haul business –
with a special focus on quality. It delivers a smooth ride and
comfort for your passengers on long trips, with top of the
class suspension and turning radius. The Setra ComfortClass
S 407 also boasts one of the largest luggage compartments
on the road today.
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Last, but most definitely not least, the new Setra is
driven by Mercedes-Benz. It is equipped with the all-new
Mercedes-Benz OM 471 engine with BlueTec – in fact,
the first Mercedes-Benz engine installed in motorcoaches
in North America.
Daimler has been shaping the future of transportation
through the development of technologies that make
diesel engines even cleaner and more efficient. Now
installed in over 100,000 buses and trucks equipped with
Mercedes-Benz engines worldwide, BlueTec has proven that
Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) technology successfully
meets the 2010 emission changes in the United States and
Canada. And for you as a long-distance operator, this means
a lot more efficiency and economy for your bottom line.
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Experience the beauty of perfect
functionality
And all the comfort that quality promises
On the outside, the Setra ComfortClass S 407 features the
same timeless, modern design that gives the Setra TopClass
S 417 such unique curb appeal – with its functional lines and
what is known as being the best styling in the industry.
On the inside, the new Setra ComfortClass S 407, with its
streamlined, sporty aesthetics, features outstanding fit and
finish that goes a long way towards superior functionality
and practicality. High-grade components guarantee longlasting ruggedness to minimize wear.
For your passengers, the S 407 features spacious cabin
design, flush-mounted interior ceiling lighting, a comfortable
passenger environment with advanced air distribution and
filtration, as well as seats designed and manufactured in-house
by Setra.

The new Setra ComfortClass S 407’s cockpit delivers outstanding
functionality and easy access to controls and features.
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Your drivers will enjoy everything the ergonomically designed
cockpit has to offer. The instrument panel was designed
for greater functionality, easy and intuitive operation, easier
access to controls and features. The S 407 provides greater
handling, superior maneuverability and a smooth ride, while
the driver sits in a superbly comfortable seat with wideranging adjustment options.
With the new Setra ComfortClass S 407, your drivers and
your passengers will find everything they need to feel
comfortable and relaxed on long journeys. And you can
select from a wide range of optional equipment, including
15" monitors and a wheelchair lift, to name just a few.

Its comfortable passenger compartment features spacious cabin design
and flush-mounted ceiling lighting.
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The Setra ComfortClass S 407
rewrites the value story
With cost-effectiveness that exceeds all expectations
In terms of operating cost-effectiveness, there’s no
compromising with the Setra ComfortClass S 407.
The new model builds on the outstanding durability and
reliability the brand is respected for all around the world.
And, it takes it all a big step further – actively contributing
to your business and your success.
The new Setra ComfortClass S 407 is a competitively priced
motorcoach that delivers the best all-around value you’ll
find, thanks to economical operating and maintenance costs,
competitive parts pricing and low lifecycle costs.
The use of proven components and long service intervals go
a long way towards reducing ongoing costs and time spent
at a repair shop. Strict durability and reliability testing results

in Setra’s premium components, so that your Setra holds its
value throughout its long service life. When the time comes
for you to sell your Setra, you can count on high resale value.
Just ask any long-time Setra owner.
The all-new Mercedes-Benz OM 471 engine with BlueTec
has been proven to deliver greater fuel economy. And this
is something you can take to the bank every time you refuel.
If you own several Setra models and motorcoaches, you’ll
benefit from the use of common components throughout
the entire line of Setra models. Whether a coach makes
financial sense to you over the long term depends on many
different factors. And we developed the new Setra
ComfortClass S 407 with all of them in mind.
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An all-new Mercedes-Benz engine for Setra
Engineered to meet tomorrow’s challenges
The Setra ComfortClass S 407 is equipped with the
Mercedes-Benz OM 471 engine with BlueTec for optimized
fuel efficiency and real savings for you. Over the past decades,
Daimler has been shaping the future of transportation with
the development of technologies that help make diesel engines
even cleaner and more efficient.
BlueTec is a Daimler innovation that utilizes Selective
Catalytic Reduction (SCR) technology to reduce harmful
emissions. BlueTec is the result of close collaboration
between our product engineers and our engine developers,
to ensure that both vehicle and engine work together as
efficiently and economically as possible. BlueTec is found in

all Mercedes-Benz products including trucks and buses.
In North America, BlueTec is also found in all Freightliner
trucks, ThomasBuilt school buses and Setra motorcoaches.
Its proven technology is exclusive to all of the brands and
products under Daimler, worldwide.
The Mercedes-Benz OM 471 engine with BlueTec successfully
meets the 2013 emission changes in the United States
and Canada. And it delivers significantly better fuel economy
than its EPA 2007 compliant predecessors. As an operator,
you benefit from the fact that we invest the same high-level
expertise into your Setra motorcoach that goes into every
automobile manufactured by Mercedes-Benz.

The Setra ComfortClass S 407 is equipped with
the Mercedes-Benz OM 471 engine with BlueTec for
optimized fuel efficiency and savings.

BlueTec utilizes proven Selective Catalytic Reduction
(SCR) technology to reduce harmful emissions.
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We’ve been setting the safety standards
With a focus on accident-free driving
Your passengers’ and your drivers’ safety is in the
foreground of everything we do at Daimler. Every Setra
goes through the most demanding testing and validation,
as early as in the design phase, with computer simulations
and crash tests under real-life conditions. We test to
European and United States safety standards, with a clear
focus on accident-free driving.
Both Daimler and Setra have been setting the safety
standard in buses and coaches around the world for
60 years with advanced, integrated active and passive
safety systems. Disc brakes on all wheels, an ABS braking

The new Setra S 407 is equipped with Energy Absorbing Safety Bumpers
(EASB), at the front and rear. They contribute to significant impact absorption
and make a real difference in a collision.
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system with anti-slip control and Allison retarder as
standard, combined with a rugged, weight-optimized,
self-supporting frame structure and an amazing 40-foot
turning radius make the Setra ComfortClass S 407 one of
the safest vehicles on the road today.
The Setra ComfortClass S 407’s new LED taillights enhance
visibility and reduce the danger of rear-end collisions. The
new motorcoach also features innovative Energy Absorbing
Safety Bumpers (EASB), at the front and rear. They deliver
as much as 3 – 5 mph impact absorption.

The LED taillights on the new Setra S 407 considerably improve visibility
and therefore reduce the danger of rear-end collisions.
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Quality that goes the distance
It’s what our reputation and success are based on
In North America and around the world, Daimler and its
flagship brand Mercedes-Benz are known and respected for
their consistently high standards. Setra coaches are built
on the same production system that was originally developed
for the automotive group at Daimler, and driven by the high
standards of the Mercedes-Benz brand. This has resulted in
our building coaches and buses that undergo the strictest
quality checks throughout the entire Setra production process.
What you may not know is that our customers also play an
important role in our quality development. Their ongoing,
real-life input is taken very seriously and directly incorporated
into our planning processes.
Using only the best components, high-quality manufacturing
and extensive product testing, Setra goes the full distance

Strict quality checks are activated throughout the entire Setra
manufacturing process.
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to keep its value promise. As an example, our corrosion
protection system that shields bus frames from rust and
corrosion comes with an 8-year chassis corrosion warranty.
It also allows us to use higher-strength steel which at
the same time decreases the overall weight of the bus. So
everybody wins!
We at Daimler have been pioneers in automotive
engineering for 125 years. And we’re passionate about
meeting tomorrow’s mobility requirements. Whether
the focus is on developing engines that are even more
fuel-efficient or on reducing emissions, we’re leading
the way. And, the Setra S 407 ComfortClass is driven by
Mercedes-Benz – in every sense of the word! With this
in mind, you simply can’t go wrong.

Setra’s unique and proven corrosion protection system effectively shields
motorcoach frames from rust and corrosion.
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Keeping your Setra on the road
and earning its keep
That’s what our service and support is all about
Setra owners know that we give everything we’ve got
when it comes to ensuring their Setra’s availability. This
is why Daimler, in conjunction with our US partner, MCI
has designed a multi-faceted service and support package
so that you can count on having a dedicated and reliable
partner at your side at all times. Premium support for you
and your Setra motorcoaches is guaranteed, thanks to our
comprehensive service network and backed by MCI and
Setra’s vast experience.
It all starts with components that are easy to service,
a rapid-response parts distribution program, a 24-hour
toll-free customer assistance hotline and an extensive
North American customer service network. But that’s just
part of the story. Setra, in our arrangement with MCI’s
Service Centers, with locations throughout the United States
and Canada, provide fast, responsive service and parts, no
matter where you are located.

And there’s more. Our Setra Technical Solutions Managers
are trained to not only diagnose and repair problems, but
also to provide pro active maintenance recommendations.
Strategically located throughout North America, Setra
specialists are ideally positioned to quickly respond to their
customers and to deliver a wide spectrum of assistance
and onsite troubleshooting.
Technical training is offerered at our technical training
center, or customized for your site depending on your need.
Maximizing your mobility and supporting your business
success are always in the foreground with Setra.

MCI Corporate Headquarters

MCI Sales and Service Centers

Emergency Roadside Assistance
(ERSA) approved support

MCI Repair and Reconditioning Center
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Notes regarding the information provided in this publication: Changes to products may have arisen after this document went to press on 2014.01.30.
The manufacturer reserves the right to make changes during the delivery period, as required, to design or form, deviations in colour, or delivery specification,
provided these changes or deviations are considered reasonable for the buyer, bearing in mind the interests of the seller. In cases where the vendor or
manufacturer uses a symbol or number to describe an order or the subject of an order, no rights may be derived solely from these.
The photographs may illustrate accessories and optional equipment which are not part of standard specification. Any deviations in colour are due to printing.
This publication is distributed internationally. Information on statutory, legal and tax regulations and effects apply only to the Federal Republic of Germany
at the time the publication went to press. Please refer any questions you may have specifically regarding regulations in your country, as well as the latest binding
version, to your local Setra partner.
Any copying, reproduction or other use is prohibited without the prior written consent of EvoBus.
All texts, images and other information in this publication are subject to copyright EvoBus GmbH.
Motor Coach Industries is a distributor of EvoBus GmbH for Setra Buses and Setra Parts in the United States and Canada.
200 E. Oakton Street · Des Plaines, IL 60018 · 866-MCI COACH

www.mcicoach.com · www.setra-coaches.com
Setra – a Daimler Brand

